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Agr’s automated blowmoulder control ensures Sanpellegrino
bottles align with distinct mineral water brands

Control is better

Joining the latest technology to its tradition, Nestlé’s Sanpellegrino Group relies on Agr’s Process Pilot Automated
Blowmolder Control System to ensure that each PET bottle
blown on the line has the desired quality and performance
attributes - regardless of the environmental, equipment or
material variations that might occur during the production
process.
embracing the progression of Agr’s
on-line thickness measurement technology, today represented by the Process Pilot automated blowmoulder
control system.

For Sanpellegrino Group’s Fabio
Chimetto, it is critical for the customer
to have the same repeated experience
handling the bottle to protect the brand
and retain market share.

A long-term relationship between
Agr International (Butler, Penn., USA)
and Sanpellegrino Group is enhancing PET bottle manufacturing across
three of the five mineral water brands
in the portfolio of the Italian company
Nestlé Waters. A staunch practitioner
of a “take-no-chances, measure everything” approach to bottle-blowing,
Sanpellegrino has been a leader in
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Not only does the Process Pilot
measure every bottle for changes
in material distribution, but it also
controls the blowmoulder proactively to manage desired distribution
while the addition of CrystalView,
Agr’s latest advancement, optimises
bottle crystallinity/material orientation to maximise bottle performance.
Especially with several efficiency and
lightweighting initiatives in progress,
these capabilities are key in allowing
Sanpellegrino to achieve consistent
bottle quality to meet each brand’s
objectives.
An integral part of the company’s
market strategy is its commitment to
delivering the same customer experience with every single bottle. “The
customer experience is very important to us,” affirms Fabio Chimetto,
Applications Group Packaging Manager, Sanpellegrino Group, headquartered in Milan. “We strive to give
the highest quality - of the product
and the container it is supplied in for a given market.”

Process Pilot’s automated controls
manage the blowmoulder to eliminate
the effect of process and environmental variables that impact bottle material
distribution.

Distinct terroirs,
consistent experience
Italy boasts one of the highest per-capita consumption rates
of bottled water in the world. It’s
no wonder, considering that geology has graced the country with
an abundance of natural mineral
springs, found all the way from
glacial Alpine peaks to the volcanic
terrain of Sicily.
As in wine, terroir plays an
important role in mineral water, with
a particular set of characteristics
tied to a specific topography. Unlike
wine, however, variations in these
characteristics are most unwelcome.
According to Italian law, commercially bottled mineral waters must be
recognised by the Ministry of Health,
tested regularly, and certified to
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The brands span the spectrum
from the namesake S.Pellegrino,
favoured sparkling mineral water in
fine dining, and its still mineral water
companion Acqua Panna, to the
premium Levissima, “Italy’s favorite
local mineral water,” and Nestlé Vera,
the everyday consumer product. In
between is the regional stand-out
Recoaro. The majority of the company’s output goes to market in PET
bottles in a wide range of packaging
formats and sizes - 0.25l, 0.33l, 0.5l,
0.75l,1l, 1.25l, 1.5l, 2l - targeted for
retail sale.
With production of this huge
volume emanating from two dozen
bottling lines operating in seven
different plants spread across the
Italian landscape, hitting the consistency bullseye is no mean feat. This is
especially true when it comes to PET
bottle-blowing, a function performed
in-house at each individual site. The
reason to self-manufacture is simple,
Chimetto observes: “Transporting
empty bottles would kill the business.”

Measuring thickness
Despite robust practices that support consistent bottle production, like
the mandate never to mix different
batches of preforms, Chimetto notes
that blowmoulder performance is susceptible to variation. Environmental
conditions such as temperature and
humidity are major factors that cannot always
be controlled.
For example, “big
changes can occur
around the blowing
machine at night,”
he says. “If other
machines nearby are
shut down, the temperature can drop.
There are also natural
temperature fluctuations with the weather.
These temperature
variations affect the
blowing operation.”
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remain stable and constant throughout all four seasons. They must all be
bottled at the source - no transporting
or blending; one reason why the Sanpellegrino Group has five different
offerings in the category.

More than a decade ago, Chimetto
looked to Agr for help in minimising
the impact of these variations on the
blowing process. As the relationship
developed, he became an early adopter of a “take-no-chances, measure
everything” approach to bottle-making. It started in 2003 with the installation of Agr’s Profiler on-line thickness
measurement system deployed inside
the blowmoulder. The earliest Profiler
systems used sensors to measure
the material thickness in four different
zones along the bottle sidewall, providing feedback that allows the blowmoulder operator to better manage
the blowing process.
“This was a real benefit,” states
Chimetto. “As soon as the operator
made an adjustment, he could really
see the effect. This eliminated a lot of
guessing and especially the potential
to make an adjustment in the wrong
direction.”
Having confirmed the valuable contribution the Profiler made to its quality
program, Sanpellegrino installed the
device on several high-speed blowing lines (then as fast as 30,000bph)
where material distribution was critical
for bottle performance. The targeted
sites included the Scarperia, Tuscany,
plant producing the Acqua Panna
brand; Cepina Valdisotto, in the Alps,
for Levissima production; and San
Giorgio in Bosco, in Padova (Padua),
for the Nestlé Vera brand.
Profiler’s non-contact, nondestructive measurement enhanced
Sanpellegrino’s ability to achieve
uniform production, meeting the same
standards for shape, dimension, and
clarity in every bottle. It
also provided real-time
process information,
allowing operators to
counteract the variable
conditions the different
blowing lines were subject to, saving production time and reducing
scrap.
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“Without the Profiler,
the operator had to
adjust, observe, test,
and verify, and then readjust the process until
it was right,” Chimetto
explains. “With this

At production speeds approaching
40,000bph, the processing window for
lighter bottles narrows significantly.

new tool, the operator had immediate
feedback to see whether the changes
made were proper. Essentially, it
eliminated the need to section-weight
to manage the process.”

Providing control
Fast forward to 2009, a time when
blowmoulder speeds were increasing,
lightweighting initiatives began to proliferate, and Agr was preparing to roll
out its next-generation management
tool, the Process Pilot automated
blowmoulder control system. Reflecting significant technology advances,
the Process Pilot provides not only
more comprehensive measurement
of the entire bottle sidewall, but also
control of the blowmoulder to continuously maintain the proper material
distribution.
Two key Process Pilot innovations - miniaturised sensors and
sophisticated algorithms that determine optimal blowmoulder parameter
adjustments - add a new level of precision to bottle-blowing. Outfitted with
up to 32 sensors spaced at 12.5mm
intervals, the system reads the actual
bottle thickness measurements,
compares the data with the specified
parameters, monitors the comprehensive measurements, and, as changes
are identified, automatically adjusts
the blowmoulder to continue optimum
production.
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or problems developing in a mould.
“This helps us
drive maintenance
where it’s needed,”
Chimetto says.
There are now
five Agr Process
Pilot systems
managing material distribution
on Nestlé PET
production lines
throughout Italy.
Nestlé Waters Levissima plant

Chimetto immediately recognised
the benefit of being able to monitor
and manage material distribution in
real time on the production line, with
Pilot serving as a virtual operator.
“This really was the technology
that made it possible to close the loop
in blowmoulder control,” he emphasises. “I saw the potential to actually
monitor the details of material distribution and take it one step further to
automatically control the blowmoulder
to make the necessary changes to
manage the process.”
Nestlé Waters Italy agreed to
field-test the Process Pilot technology, and its Levissima plant became
the first bottling operation in Europe
to deploy the closed loop system.
Test results showed that the system
offered a number of benefits, including
the ability to manage the blowmoulder
to virtually eliminate the effect of
process and environmental variables
that impact bottle material distribution,
thus reducing scrap and improving
production consistency.
In addition to reducing process
variation and ensuring uniform bottle
production, the Agr automated control
system provides a critical stream of
information that supports a proactive
approach to blowmoulder maintenance.
Sanpellegrino technicians look at
data captured by the Process Pilot to
uncover process trends over several
days of production. Deviations can
signal potential trouble spots, indicating, for example, the need for maintenance on a particular blowing station
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Lightweighting, Round 1
The Process Pilot has allowed
Sanpellegrino to move its lightweighting plans forward with confidence,
knowing that in the new bottles the
right amount of material will wind up
in the right place. Lightweighting has
long been a Sanpellegrino goal, not
only for savings in material costs, but
also for advancing the corporate sustainability programme.
At the same time, “what is right for
the consumer is not automatically the
lowest weight,” Chimetto remarks. It
is critical for the customer to have the
same repeated experience grasping,
opening, and handling the bottle in
order to protect the brand and retain
market share.
The first lightweighting project
designated for the Sanpellegrino/Agr
collaboration was an effort targeting a
22% reduction in total bottle weight - a
massive opportunity for material cost
savings. The focus was a half-liter
round Levissima bottle produced on
a Sidel Series II Combi blowmoulder
with blowing and filling integrated
in one system. Despite the blowmoulder’s stable operating history,
at production speeds approaching
40,000bph, this “was not a straightforward task,” Chimetto recalls.
The processing window narrows significantly on lighter bottles
when they are produced on faster
machines. “We need to strike the right
balance between performance and
weight. There is no margin left - every
bottle must be blown properly,” he
comments.

The impact of poor bottle quality shows up immediately in downstream handling. Bottles that are not
properly blown can fall over, interrupting or stopping operations in the
capper and labeller, wasting valuable
production time. Bottles that are not
strong enough to support the vertical load create additional stress in
the labeling, while, if the neck has
“suffered” from excessive heating,
the capping functions are also badly
impacted.
From a marketing perspective, the
consequences are just as serious:
substandard bottles that lean create a
very poor customer experience.
Sampling bottle quality is not
the answer in the high-production
environment. According to Chimetto,
“You must do either a very robust and
aggressive sampling effort, which is
marginally effective and labor intensive, as by the time you do the sampling and measurement, the bottles
are already in the capper and labeller.
Or you equip the blowmolder with an
automated measurement and management system such as the Process
Pilot. If you do not do this, you take
risks that either result in a drop in
efficiency or customer complaints, or
both.”
Together Sanpellegrino and Agr
refined the parameters for the halfliter bottle, bringing it into full-scale
production in 2010.
“With the Process Pilot installed on
this line, managing the process, we
were able to reduce the weight of our
half-liter bottle to 9.5g while maintaining a very stable process,” notes the
packaging manager.

Lightweighting, Round 2
Sanpellegrino recently took delivery of three additional Process Pilots.
One of these will be mated with the
new Sidel Matrix Combi blowing/filling/capping systems as the company
upgrades older lines originally configured with independent blowmoulders,
airveyors and fillers. As part of the
corporate-wide move toward standardised production lines, the Combi
platform was attractive for its smaller
footprint, gentler handling of bottles
before filling, and eliminating the need
for airveyors.
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“A square bottle is very difficult to
produce. Unfortunately, they do not
make a square preform,” Chimetto
quips.
It is not only the stretching of the
round preform into a square shape
that presents a challenge. Attaining exacting standards of material
distribution is critical for bottle performance and the customer experience. Weighing two kilos when filled,
the bottle has to be convenient and
reliable in consumer use.
“Just to lift a bottle of this size
requires some squeeze to ensure a
proper grip,” he explains. “What happens when the cap is removed? We
must take into consideration the feel,
the handling, and any deformation
as the bottle is tipped and contents
poured. If the material is not properly distributed, the bottle will bend.”
The material reduction requires
extra caution as the margin for error
shrinks and the remaining material
must be in exactly the right places
for the bottle to perform properly.
“The Process Pilot system makes
it possible for us to monitor the
material distribution to a very precise degree,” Chimetto comments,
“and with the automated controls, it
maintains the distribution throughout
the production run. The total cost
reduction potential provided by Agr’s
Process Pilot in labor, energy, scrap
and material looks to provide for
rapid payback and offers a competitive return on investment.”

Optimising material
orientation: CrystalView
The partnership continues as
Agr commercialises the next level
of bottle optimisation, its CrystalView system for crystallinity/
material orientation management.
Working as an add-on option to the
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Process Pilot, CrystalView provides
even more refined control of the
blowmoulder, allowing it to maintain desired thickness distribution
while pushing the envelope on lower
stretching temperatures, optimising
crystalline structure (orientation).
Sanpellegrino just recently completed an evaluation of the Process
Pilot with CrystalView, and Chimetto
is pleased with the results: “My
team tells me the system makes it
possible to see quality of the base
in greater detail than we ever could
before,” he says. This granular view
helps anticipate issues, typically
those involving crystallinity due to
overstretching or running the process too cold. “The sooner you know
of the potential variation, the better.”

bottle feel, especially avoiding the
oversplashing effect. Barrier properties are important for the shelf-life of
the company’s carbonated beverages.
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One of the first applications for
the new equipment line-up is removing further material from a 2l square
bottle, reducing the weight down
below 28g. Given Sanpellegrino’s
vast bottle volumes, the weight savings promises a significant return
on investment, but, once again,
there are a few production issues to
resolve.

A delicate balancing act
“We want the best stretching,
not overstretching. My team is very
enthusiastic about this new equipment configuration, and I see some
real advantages in these areas,”
Sanpellegrino’s Applications Group
Packaging Manager concludes.
www.agrintl.com
www.sanpellegrino.com

As an example, he cites an
instance where test data revealed
that two mould stations out of 20
were operating beyond the standard
deviation. Previously, this condition
would not have been detected until
it showed up in a whitening of the
base area, a waste of production
time and material.
The data were enough to indicate that these two stations needed
attention. “We stopped the blowmoulder, made the adjustments, and
further improved the overall process.”
Finding the best stretching temperature is currently a trial-and-error
process. When overstretching is
present, it is obvious. The operator
knows the processing temperature
needs to be raised to stabilise the
process, but how much? Without a
method to monitor the results, it is
a matter of guesswork, taking time
and risking the creation of waste,
Chimetto points out. “This is where
CrystalView will add value, giving
us the opportunity to increase the
temperature the minimum amount
necessary, not just whatever the
operator might think it is.”
Along with the energy savings
derived from operating at the lowest
possible temperature for optimal
production, Chimetto anticipates that
the CrystalView will have the greatest impact on bottle stiffness and
barrier properties. Stiffness relates
to the customer experience through
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